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Abstract. The quantum amplification by superradiant emission of radiation is

abbreviated as qaser [1]. In the original proposed qaser scheme, the atomic gas is

coupled with the superradiant photon field. The high-frequency superradiant field can

be amplified through the modulation of atomic population at the difference frequency.

Such an amplification mechanism may find applications in generating coherent X-ray

using infrared light.

Besides of coupled atom-field systems, optomechanical systems may also be used

to facilitate the qaser mechanism. In the optomechanical system shown in Figure 1,

two movable mirrors are coupled through the cavity photon field and become coupled

harmonic oscillators. The input photons of the difference frequency are converted to

high-frequency photons through sideband generation as they reflect from the movable

mirrors [2]. These high-frequency photons can resonantly drive the collective mode of

the coupled system. As a result, amplified high-frequency signal is generated through

inputting difference frequency light to the optomechanical system.

Figure 1. A common photon field (yellow) can couple two movable mirrors in a cavity.

The optomechanical system thus becomes two coupled harmonic oscillators. The

coupled system has two resonance frequencies, ωhigh and ωlow, for the two collective

modes. Through sideband generation, the movable mirror can convert the inputting

photons (red) of the difference frequency, ∆ω = ωhigh−ωlow, to high-frequency photons

(blue). These high-frequency photons can excite the high-frequency collective mode of

the coupled system, resulting in an amplified output signal of ωhigh.
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